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ULTIPRO BREATHABLE UNDERLAY

Modern house construction demands new and technically advanced products.
Ultipro underlay is diffusion-open, impenetrable and durable.
It provides optimal protection and creates a healthy indoor environment.

Ultipro underlay allows the roof to breathe and releases
the excess vapour built-up in the house - at the same
time it protects against exterior moisture.
The underlay is easy to install and is puncture-proof.

Ultipro Underlay
1,5 m x 50 m
Art. no.:
7284780
Nobb no.:
45296894

Ultipro underlay can be installed free-hanging without
a load-bearing sub-roof, which allows space for
additional insulation. It can also be mounted directly
onto rough panel, which is ideal for refurbishment
projects.
By using Ultipro underlay, one can save about half the
installation time compared to traditional construction
systems with an air gap between the underlay and the
insulation. The underlay is lightweight which means that
its installation can be done quickly and cost-effectively.

Ultipro Wind Barrier
1,3 m x 25 m
Art. no.:
7599424
Nobb no.:
55210294

Ultipro Wind Barrier
2,8 m x 25 m
Art. no.:
7599425
Nobb no.:
55210305
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ULTIPRO UNDERLAY

Diffusion-open and strong, Ultipro is puncture-proof.
The underlay has two adhesive edges that immediately provide a sealed and
secure overlap.
Ultipro underlay allows vapour to escape from
the inside, whilst at the same time sealing against
moisture from the outside. The product can be
laid free-hanging on roof trusses or directly onto
rough panel. The double adhesive edges ensure a
simple and rapid installation.

Properties

Unit (in brackets)

Value

Length
Width
Weight

m
m
g/m2

50
1,50
210

Typical characteristics
Fire resistance (Class)

Values
E

Watertightness (Class)

W1

Water vapour resistance (sd) (m)

0,03 (+0,02, -0,015)

Tensile strength
Longitudinal
Latitudinal

490 ± 90
460 (-100, +110)

45 (-20, +30)
70 (-45, +50)

Tear strength (N)
Longitudinal
Latitudinal

500 (-100, +80)
450 (-70, +70)

Flexibility at low temp. (°C)

-40

Durability
- Watertightness (Class)
W1
- Tensile strength, long. (N/50 mm) 460 (-90, +100)
- Tensile strength, lat. (N/50 mm) 430 (-100, +100)
- Elongation at break (%)
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Ultipro Bird Stop 1 m

Length:

Pack of 5 pcs x 1 lm. 6 packs per
carton

Material:

Plastic, black

Prevents ingress of birds and small animals.
Art. no.:

7284781

EAN:

7043614002698

Nobb no.:

45296905

Factory:

3020

Gross weight:

0.100

Net weight:

0.100

Ultipro Ridge Tape
5 m/280-295 mm

Roll:

5m

Width:

280-295 mm

For sealing and ventilation of roof and ridges/hip

EAN:

7043614002667

Art. no. black:

7284779

Factory:

3020

Art. no. red:

7346562

Gross weight:

1.000

Nobb no. black:

45296886

Net weight:

1.000

Nobb no. red:

46818096

Ultipro Sealing Tape
5 m/300 mm

Roll:

5m

Width:

300 mm

Replaces lead flashing.

EAN blygrå:

7043614002629

EAN sort:

7043614002605

Art. no. lead grey:

7284777

EAN rød:

7043614002643

Art. no. black:

7284776

Factory:

3020

Art. no. red:

7284778

Gross weight:

9.500

Net weight:

9.500

Butyl tape

Roll:

à 15 m

Butyl tape for mounting between underlay and

Width:

50 mm

Nobb no. lead grey: 45296512
Nobb no. black:

45296493

Nobb no. red:

45296875

counter-battens.

Elongation at break (%)
Longitudinal
Latitudinal

Hazardous substances

ACCESSORIES

None

Nobb:

48028986

Butyl tape and batten sealants - N.B.!
It is essential to ensure a sufficient seal between the underlay and battens, such as roof trusses, sheets or rough panel. This is
more difficult to achieve when installing the underlay on rough panel, than on roof trusses. Butyl sealing tape should therefore
always be used under the battens against the underlay, if it is not possible to determine a tight seal.
The need for butyl tape may also depend on several different factors. The following factors should be considered for all
construction:
•
Type of construction and the risk of leakage
•
Weather and climate
•
Roof pitch
•
Simple or complex roof shape
•
Have you chosen closed or relatively open primary roofing?
•
How long will it take before the primary roofing can be installed, and is there a chance of rain during the period the
underlay is exposed?
•
Parallel lifetimes. Remember that the underlay solution should have the same lifetime as the primary roofing.
ULTIPRO UNDERLAY AND WIND BARRIER
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Table 1: Counterbatten height, depending on roof angel and length.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS ULTIPRO UNDERLAY
Combined wind barrier and underlay

Fig. 1

Ultipro underlay
Diffusion-open underlay supplied by Optimera AS.
The product works as a combined wind barrier and
underlay.
Ultipro underlay has a width of 1,5 m and a length of
50 m. A roll covers a gross 75 m2 and a net area of 70m2.
Longitudinal joints are attached by using integrated
adhesive.
NB: Roofing must always be completed as soon as
possible after the underlay has been installed!
Avoid spilling paint and solvents on the product. The
roof construction must not be insulated before the
sealing properties of the underlay have been checked
and the roofing has been completed. Ensure that there
is a tight seal between the counterbattens and underlay.
We therefore recommend the use of butyl sealing tape
between the underlay and counterbattens.
Transport and storage
Store the rolls protected from sunlight.

Adhesive edge

Rafter
Batten
Adhesive edge
Ultipro
Underlay

10

15

18-30°

36

36+36

48+482)

31-40°

30

36

36+23

≥41°

23

36

36+23

1) Measured along the sloping roof, from raft to coin.
2) For large roof lengths and low roof angles, it is most convenient to
use 48 mm counterbattens. The counterbattens must then be screwed
to obtain good clamping.

The values In the table for roof length ≥7.5 m are to
be considered as “rules of thumb” for small house
structures. For larger roof areas, the roofing should be
further lightened up. A total air layer of up to about 100
mm may be applicable, see Table 1. To ensure that the
counterbattens squeeze the joints In the ceiling, the
height of the counterbattens must be a maximum of 36
mm.
Batten

It is equally important to create good ventilation. For
roof surfaces that are less than approximately 7 meter
from purlin to roof ridge, it will normally be sufficientwith counterbatten dimensions as shown in Table 1. Note
that the width of the counterbattens does not exceed
>48 mm.
Before you begin installation
Please read all sections of the installation instructions
thoroughly before starting to work. Any latitudinal joints
must be clamped as shown in Fig.2 Ultipro underlay
shall form an airtight and watertight layer. The roof is
ventilated between the roofing and the underlay. See
Fig. 2–16 for details and method. If you follow these
instructions closely, you will achieve a good and
effective result.
Fig. 2: Clamping of latitudinal joints with rafter lengths less than
approx.
Min 50 mm
7m
23-36 mm batten

Nail/Screw
c/c max 300

Whenever a simplified solution is constructed with only
one layer of ventilation and the underlay also
functions as a wind barrier, it is extremely important
that all components are constructed precisely. All joints
must be sealed. The integrated adhesive in Ultipro will
help you with this.
Ultipro Underlay can be installed directly onto pine
or spruce decks of older, insulated roofs intended for
renovation. In such cases, butyl tape should be used
to ensure that joints are sufficiently sealed, which is
essential for the product to work properly.

7,5

Application

Fig. 1: Principle construction of a roof with Ultipro underlay used as
combined underlay and wind barrier.

Prerequisites for use
Read through the installation instructions before using
this product.
Ultipro underlay can be used as a combined underlay
and wind barrier in insulated, angled wooden roofs
with battened roofing and exterior gutters. Combined
underlay and wind barrier is particularly suitable for
roofs that are continuously insulated from the eaves
to the roof ridge, and for partially heated loft spaces.
The roof slope must be at least 15°. Ultipro underlay is
directly laid onto roof trusses, rafters and similar with
a maximum separation of c/c 1200 mm. Ultipro can also
be used on roofs with roof boards (rough panel, not OSB
boards) where the loft space must be fully insulated
from the inside. In such case, make sure that any old
diffusion-sealed roofing is removed. The product is a
secondary seal in the roof construction and should only
be used under roofs with good watertightness against
hard rain and driving snow, particularly in areas exposed
to bad weather. Ultipro underlay is among the market’s
most diffusion-open underlay product available in
rolls. If the building is extremely damp, condensation
may however arise on the inside of the underlay. If so,
a dehumidifier must be used to achieve more rapid
stabilization. Check the requirements for underlay from
the choosen primary roofing manufacturer!

Fig. 5: Ensure that all necessary collar ties are installed before
you begin rolling out the product.

Length (m)1)

Angle

Ultipro
Underlay

Fig. 3: Clamping of
latitudinal joints with
rafter lengths greater
than approx. 7 m

Batten, max 36 mm
Ultipro
Underlay
Rafter

If you have protruding rafter ends, follow the details
shown in Fig 7-8. In this way you will drain away any
water from the underlay and into the gutter. Add collar
ties to each field as shown in Fig 6.

Fig. 6: Details of eaves with jointing compound
UNDERLAY/WIND BARRIER

ROOF SHEETING
COUNTER BATTENS

Joint the side boards above the rafters and attach the
counterbattens with galvanized nails or screws.
Square nails must be 3 x thickness of the counterbattens and fluted nails or screws 2 x thickness of the counterbattens. Maximum screw or nail distance is c/c 300
mm. When used, the screw should have a smooth stem
on the upper part.If additional security is required when
jointing, use butyl sealing tape.

WIND BARRIER

BARRIER

WIND BARRIER

SIMPLIFIED SOLUTION:
Installation of Ultipro underlay
In simple terms, one can say that there is only one
principle for such constructions; they must be “airtight”
constructions. Principle for simplified solution with ventilation only between underlay/wind barrier and roofing.

Cut pieces of Ultipro underlay to the appropriate shape
and attach these with jointing compound as shown in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 4: Principle warm construction

Fig. 7: Details of eaves with jointing compound

Roofing
Ultipro Underlay

VAPOR BARRIER

Underlay clamped to
stanchioning with Bitumen
Sealant

Counterbatten/
Air gap

Roofing
Ultipro Underlay

Batten/Air gap

Fig. 2

Bird stop
Fittings

Rafter

Ultipro Underlay
Block behind
gutter support
Insulation
Moisture barrier
Ceiling
Clamping batten
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INTERFACE ROOF/OUTER WALL
It is vital that the underlay/wind barrier has good,
sealed overlaps. This concerns not only water
ingress, but also airtightness.
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Along the rafter, seal with a jointing compound and
clamp with a batten. In the interface with walls and top
plate, also clamp with a plate or batten.
Now you can seal with a jointing compound between
collar ties/interface between the underlay
band and this can be laid over the front edge board.
Make sure that there is sufficient air space behind the
guttering - this can be done by packing out this gutter
itself. Optionally use gutter hooks with aeration. Use a
sealant against the front table.
Alternatively, you can lay Ultipro underlay along the
rafter end and into the exterior wall, then clamp the
underlay with a batten/plate. In this case, remember to
pack the front edge board or gutter brace in the same
dimension as the collar ties.
ULTIPRO UNDERLAY
Roll out the first lane across the rafters at the eaves,
attach at the top with roofing nails 2,8 x 25 mm.
Remember to place the material in a manner that
allows you to have sufficient left over for the finishing
solution you have selected at the eaves. The material
must be kept taut to avoid folds and creases. Use as few
attachment points as possible during the installation.
Hold the material taut and attach it to the rafters.
Then attach adapted collar tie lengths (cut in lengths
5 cm below the dotted installation edge). Now you can
also batten this area so that you have something to
stand on as you continue further installation.
Attach the next lane in the same manner; add collar
ties in lengths of approx. 135 cm for each new lane and
attach battens as you go. Make sure that you follow the
dotted marks for overlaps. Remove the protective paper
on both sides of the overlap from the middle of the roof
at the same time and press down using your hand as the
protective paper is removed.

RIDGE AND HIP
Cut the rafter at the top and add a “construction
batten” e.g. 36 x 48 mm and attach this to the rafters.

Fig. 8: Jointing at ridge

Ridge tile
Block support

Ultipro Ridge Tape

Clamping batten

Ridge purlin

Ultipro
Underlay

The asphalt underlying fittings of metal should be
a minimum of 300 mm up on each side of the gutter.
Use butyl sealing tape in the interface between the
asphalt underlayer and Ultipro underlay as shown in
the Fig. 10. Clamp this joint on both sides with a tanalised
collar tie. Make sure that there is drainage between this
and the “ordinary” collar ties that run parallel with the
rafters.
Install Ultipro underlay with an overlap at the ridge with
a minimum of 50 mm. Clamp with a batten above with
a maximum thickness of 36 mm. For additional security,
you can use products as described earlier. Pack out
before you attach the ridge board so that there is a free
air passage “through” the ridge. Apply the same principle for hip beams.

Fig. 10: Valley gutters
Ultipro Underlay

To achieve satisfactory cross ventilation, the underlay
should end with a gable as shown in Figure 9.
Remember to ensure good clamping and sealing of the
interface between the wall and roof.
Fig. 9: Gable detail
Roofing

The underlay should not be joined at penetrations,
if this can be avoided. Use asphalt jointing compound
or a butyl sealing tape between the frame and
Ultipro underlay. Cut precisely around the opening
of the penetration. Install a penetration fitting or
sleeve adapted to the penetration, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Remember to seal the
joint between the underlay and penetration - you can
use for example butyl sealing tape for this purpose.
When the penetrations are not round in shape, e.g. a
chimney pipe, we recommend that an extra layer of
underlay is laid on the top side, approx. 80-90 cm
above the top edge of the penetration and this is laid
upwards on the penetration itself, e.g. on a chimney.
See also Figures 11-15.

Fig. 12: Penetrations
Battens

Counterbatten

Counterbatten

Stanchioning
Bottom fittings

Bitumen Sealant

Penetration
sleeve of roofing
material or similar
is attached to the
chimney/ventilation
cover and underlay

Ultipro
Underlay

Sealing compound

JOINTS WITH RAISED CONSTRUCTIONS

Nailing board

For raised constructions or other similar extensions to
the roof, this should be done according to the principles
shown in Figure 11. Pay special attention to sealing and
clamping.
Fig. 11: Joint with raised construction

Fitting

Fig. 13: Penetrations
Chimney, Duct, Window frame etc.
Fitting
Penetration sleeve

Counterbatten

Wind barrier

Counterbattens
Battens
Ultipro Underlay

Bitumen Sealant
Ultipro Underlay
Nailing board

Expanding foam
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PENETRATIONS
Construct an attachment frame around the penetration
- we recommend a frame width of 48 mm. At the rear
of the frame, angle the clamping batten to divert any
water.

Top fittings

GABLE END

When refurbishing constructions that currently have
rough panel and roofing paper, you can use Ultipro
underlay as a new sub-roof layer. In this case, remember
to remove the old layer first. When adding collar ties
on rough panel, we recommend the use of sealing tape
under collar ties at the nail holes.
If you use Ultipro underlay, the construction can be fully
insulated from underneath. This means that the loft
room can later be heated and used. Remember to cover
the roof after the sub-roof has been installed and until
the primary roofing has been laid (in wet periods).

VALLEY GUTTERS
In practice, it is difficult to achieve effective ventilation
in valley gutters and installation must take into account
that during certain periods ice and water pressure may
form in these types of gutter. These must therefore be
sealed with a solid asphalt underlayer at the base. On
top of this, a protective fitting must be installed. At the
same time there must be an airtight joint
between the underlay in the two roof surfaces. Install
collar ties along the valley gutter on both sides of the
asphalt underlayer, as shown in Figure 10.

ULTIPRO UNDERLAY AND WIND BARRIER - VERSION 3 - VALIDITY FROM 01.06.2020 REPLACES PREVIOUS EDITIONS

Bitumen Sealant
Block or nailing board
Expanding foam or sealing tape
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Fig. 14: Installation details

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS ULTIPRO WIND BARRIER

Fig. 16: Insulation

Fitting

Wind barrier for wall and roof constructions

Insulation
Ultipro Underlay

Counterbatten
Bitumen Sealent
Ultipro Underlay

Non-ventilated space

Nailing board

Ultipro Wind Barrier
Triple-layer wind barrier supplied by Optimera AS.
Ultipro Wind barrier has a width of 1,30 m or 2,80 m
and a length of 25 m.

Ultipro Underlay
Clamping batten
Construction frame

Moisture barrier

Expanding foam

OTHER
If Ultipro is cut or damaged, it can be repaired
using jointing compound or an approved underlay
tape.

Fig. 15: Installation details

Fitting

Recommendations from SINTEF Building
Research
Penetration sleeve
Laboratory tests performed by SNTEF Building
Counterbatten
Ultipro Underlay
Research indicate the likelihood that rainwater
can trickle through the arrangement of nails and
Expanding foam
screws in roofing battens during the construction
Nailing board
period, if there is heavy rainfall before the roofing
is completed. Tests show that the use of a butyl
tape sealant between the battens and underlay,
or in the lap joints may help to prevent leakage.
These tests indicated that only a small amount of
water was able to leak through tightly sealed and
properly installed battens. The conclusion was that
this type of leakage is normally not a persistent
problem once the roofing has been installed, as
INSULATION AND BARRIER LAYER
long as the roof construction has a good drying
Principle location of insulation and barrier layer in roofs
capacity. Roof construction with this type of
with loft space roof trusses. Gable walls to the unventilated underlay should have this, if properly installed.
spaces outside of the vapour barrier at the eves and at the SINTEF Building Research recommendations
ridge must also be heat insulated.
emphasise that thermal insulation, vapour barriers
Any access to the spaces must have hatches/doors that are and ceilings should not be installed before the roof
sealed against air leakages.
is laid, in order to maintain control of any fissures
or leakages. The period from installation of the
underlayment until the roofing is in place should be
as brief as possible.

The wind barrier joints are clamped with a batten to the
construction frame. Battens must be attached with a maximum nail-to-nail distance of 150 mm. The printed side must
always face outwards.
NB: The wind barrier must be protected from direct
sunlight once the construction is finished.
Avoid spilling paint and solvents on the product. The
roof construction should not be insulated before the
airtightness of the building has been checked and
the roof boards/underlay have been laid.
Transport and storage
Rolls must be stored so that they are protected from
sunlight/UV rays.
Conditions for use
Ultipro Wind Barrier is used as a wind barrier in warm
insulated exterior walls with ventilated cladding, and in roof
constructions of timber. See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
The wind barrier is installed on the cold side of the construction. All joints must have a minimum 50 mm overlap.
All joints, edges and overlaps must be continually clamped
to the construction frame with battens, nailed at maximum
nail to nail distance 150 mm.

Mouse strip

Fig. 1: Example of Ultipro Wind Barrier used in a wall.

Roofing
Underlay
Batten for air gap
Ultipro
Underlay

NB: Ultipro Wind Barrier cannot be used as a combined
underlay and wind barrier.
Ultipro has low water vapour resistance; however, if the
building is extremely damp, condensation can occur on the
inside of the material. In such case we recommend the use
of a dehumidifier for more rapid drying of the building.

Source: SINTEF Building Research.

Fig. 2: Example of Ultipro Wind Barrier used in an insulated roof
construction
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WALL CONSTRUCTIONS
Installation of Ultipro Wind Barrier
Ultipro Wind Barrier can be installed either horizontally (floor
height format 2,80 x 25 m) or vertically from the top sill to
the bottom sill over two bands (dimension 1,30 x 25 m).
HORIZONTAL INSTALLATION
Begin with a wall. Attach the floor height wind barrier to
a corner stanchion so that the wind barrier can be pulled
round the corner and rolled further across the construction frame. Make sure that the wind barrier is overlapping
the bottom sill and the wind barrier flap on the sill membrane (see Figure 1).

Wall penetrations
Ends and seals against windows and doors can be done
using differing methods. The wind barrier must always be
clamped with a batten to the window or door opening. In the
opening below the bottom casing, an approved membrane
solution must be installed. To seal and create a tight joint
between the opening and the frame approved wind barrier
tape, expanding jointing tape, foam or bottom batten/jointing compound can be used. See examples in Fig. 3.

Finally, attach clamping battens on all overlaps, stanchions
and sills.
VERTICAL INSTALLATION
Start at a corner in one of the walls. Attach the wind barrier
to the top sill so that the wind barrier can be rolled out vertically over corner stanchions and the next two stanchions.
The wind barrier is installed such that it covers the top sill
and corner stanchions.

Install wind barrier on the next and following walls in
a similar manner. Use an approved wind barrier tape to
seal all corner ends. Finally, attach clamping battens to
all overlaps, stanchions and sills.

12

Wind barrier

Batten to divert
water attached to
fixed surface

Rafter

Fig. 5: Installation principle - Ultimo Wind barrier used for windproofing of a roof installation.

Fig. 3: Eksempel på forsegling rundt vinduer og dører.

For larger penetrations in the wind barrier, collar ties must
first be attached so that the wind barrier and penetration
can be sealed to a fixed underlying surface. This is not
necessary for smaller penetrations such as cables or electrical conduit. Use special sleeving or an approved sealing
tape to achieve a sealed interface between the wind barrier
and penetration. See Fig. 4 below.
Fill well with mineral wool
around ventilation ducting
Board or sheet
Bottom sealing ring
and expanding foam
Moisture barrier

Roll out the wind barrier and attach continually with staples
to the stanchions. Keep the wind barrier taut to avoid folds
and creases. Do not use more attachment points than necessary. Cut and attach the wind barrier so that an overlap is
formed over the bottom sill and sill membrane
Install the next width so that it forms an overlap of approx.
50 mm with the width you have previously installed. Roll out
and install as with the first width. Install following widths as
for the remainder of the wall.

Installation of Ultipro Wind Barrier
Ultipro Wind Barrier can be used as a wind barrier on insulated angled roofs with an angle of > 15 degrees. The wind
barrier must be installed vertically (1,30 x 25 m) directly
onto rafters.

Batten

Roll out the wind barrier along the outward of the
construction frame and staple it continuously, keeping the
wind barrier taut to avoid folds and creases. Do not use any
more attachment points than necessary.
Roll out and attach around the opposite corner stanchion.
Then cut the wind barrier evenly and vertically along the
center of the stanchion.
Begin the attachment of the wind barrier on the next wall
in the corresponding manner. Attach the wind barrier so
that an overlap is formed around the corner of a minimum
50 mm. Roll out and attach as for the first wall. Attach the
wind barrier in the same way as for the other walls. Finish
by creating an overlap (minimum 50 mm) around the
corner stanchions where you started the installation.

ROOF CONSTRUCTIONS

Roof penetrations
For penetrations in the wind barrier, a frame/collar tie
must first be attached so that the wind barrier and the
penetration can be sealed to a fixed underlying surface.
For chimney penetrations, an approved sealing tape
or penetration sleeve must be used. For soil pipes, an
approved sealing tape or special sleeving must be used
in order to achieve a sealed interface between the wind
barrier and the penetration.

Mineral wool
Sleeving with
adhesive strip
Sleeving with Ultipro
Wind Barrier
Mineral wool

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

First attach a frame/collar tie along the top of the ridge
and at the top of the purlin between each of the rafter
beams so that the wind barrier can be pulled over this and
down between the rafters and then attached to the top sill.

Flex Wrap
Batten
Stanchions between
beams

Fig. 6: Example of sealing around a chimney penetration.

Begin installation at the top of the ridge at one of the gable
walls. Attach the wind barrier to the frame, roll out along
the rafters. Attach continuously with a staple hammer.
Keep the wind barrier taut to avoid folds and creases. Cut
the wind barrier so that there is enough length to allow this
to be fed around the frame in the purlin and down to the
top sill. Split the wind barrier at the rafters (longitudinally
in the centre and across) and attach the wind barrier to the
top sill. Keep the wind barrier properly taut to avoid folds
and creases. Seal the wind barrier to the rafters and top sill
with an approved wind barrier tape, preferably with
an adhesive surface with split protective paper.
Attach the next bands in the same manner with 50 mm
overlap across the bands already installed.
Attach in the same manner on the other side of the roof.
Ensure that the wind barrier forms an overlap across the
attachment frame at the ridge. Seal continuously each
overlap with an approved wind barrier tape. Finish by attaching a clamping batten (48 x 48 mm) along each of the
rafters on both sides of the roof. All joints must overlap on
a fixed underlying surface. All overlaps must be clamped
using a batten.

Fig. 4: Example of sealing around a pipe penetration.
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Construction regulations stipulate strict requirements that
modern houses must be sealed and energy-efficient. Ultipro
wind barrier is strong, windproof, watertight and extremely
diffusion-open. This means energy savings, good protection
from moisture and creation of a healthy indoor environment.
Ultipro Wind Barrier allows the wall to breathe and
releases water vapour that arises through use of
the building. At the same time, the wind barrier protects
against external moisture from rain and other precipitation. The floor height format makes the wind barrier
simple and quick to install.
Ultipro Wind Barrier is installed directly onto the construction frame before the wall is insulated. Ultipro can
also be used as a wind barrier in insulated ventilated
roofs that have roof shingle or roofing felt.
With Ultipro Wind Barrier there are fewer joints, thereby
allowing a more rapidly sealed building compared to
windproofing with plate type products. Ultipro is light
in weight, so that installation can be carried out costeffectively without heavy lifting.

14
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NYHET!

ULTIPRO WIND BARRIER

ULTIPRO WIND BARRIER

The windproof, watertight and diffusion-open wind barrier is strong and secure.
The wind barrier is comprised of three layers that provide a secure function both
in walls and roofs.
Ultipro Wind Barrier releases vapour from the inside, and at the same time seals
against moisture from the outside. For windproof constructions, all joints must
be overlapping and clamped with a batten. Approved wind barrier tape is used to
seal penetrations and other components.

Properties

Unit (in brackets)

Value

Length
Width
Weight

m
m
g/m2

25
1,30/2,80
112

Typical qualities

Values

Fire resistance (class)

E

Watertightness (class)

W1

Water vapour resistance (sd) (m)

0,02 (+0,015, -0,01)

tensile strength (N/50 mm)
Longitudinal
Latitudinal

250 (+35, -30)
165 (+30, -25)

Elongation at break (%)
Longitudinal
Latitudinal

50 (+20, -25)
70 (+30, -20)

Tear strength (N)
Longitudinal
Latitudinal

115 (+55, -30)
135 (+60, -35)

Flexibility at low temperature (°C)

-30

Durability
- Watertightness (class)
- Tensile strength, long. (N/50 mm)
- Tensile strength, lat. (N/50 mm)
- Elongation at break long. (%)
- Elongation at break, lat.(%)

W1
220 (+50, -40)
145 (+35, -25)
40 (+20, -20)
60 (+30, -25)

Hazardous ssubstances

None
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Her finner du oss
MONTÉR BYGGEVAREHUS
AGDER
Montér Blom Bakke
Montér Evje
Montér Farsund
Montér Flekkefjord
Montér Grimstad
Montér Hovden
Montér Kvinesdal
Montér Lillesand
Montér Lindesnes
Montér Lyngdal
Montér Mandal
Montér Randesund
Montér Risør
Montér Søgne
Montér Sørlandsparken Stormarked
Montér Tvedestrand
Montér Vanse
Montér Vennesla
Montér Vågsbygd
INNLANDET
Montér Almenningsbutikken
Montér Brumunddal
Montér Elverum
Montér Flisa
Montér Gjøvik
Montér Hamar Stormarked
Montér Kongsvinger
Montér Kvismo
Montér Lillehammer
Montér Rena
Montér Stange
Montér Storefoss
Montér Trysil
Montér Vinstra
MØRE OG ROMSDAL
Montér Brattvåg
Montér Eidsvåg
Montér Molde
Montér Rauma
Montér Røsand
Montér Ørsta
NORDLAND
Montér Brønnøysund Bygg-Gros
Montér Dønna
Montér Herøy
Montér Hommelstø Trelast (Vega)
Montér Hommelstø Trelast (Velfjord)

OPTIMERA PROFFSENTRE
Montér Lofoten
Montér Lovund
Montér Lurøy
Montér Mosjøen Næstby
Montér Per Strand Andenes
Montér Per Strand Hadsel
Montér Per Strand Narvik
Montér Per Strand Sortland
Montér Per Strand Øksnes
Montér Sandnessjøen Sørra
Montér Solhaug Halsa
Montér Solhaug Ørnes
OSLO
Montér Orring Byggsenter
ROGALAND
Montér Bryne
Montér Egersund
Montér Forus Stormarked
Montér Haugesund Stormarked
Montér Karmøy
Montér Nærbø
Montér Randaberg
Montér Sandnes
Montér Sauda
Montér Stavanger
Montér Suldal
TROMS OG FINNMARK
Montér Bloch
Montér Kirkenes
Montér Nordkapp
Montér Per Strand Finnsnes
Montér Per Strand Harstad
Montér Per Strand Skjervøy
Montér Per Strand Storslett
Montér Per Strand Storsteinnes
Montér Per Strand Tromsdalen
Montér Per Strand Tromsø avd.
Alkeveien
Montér Tana
Montér Østlyngen (Alta)
TRØNDELAG
Montér Brekstad
Montér Klett
Montér Røros
VESFTOLD OG TELEMARK
Montér Holmestrand

Montér Horten
Montér Kragerø
Montér Larvik
Montér Notodden
Montér Porsgrunn
Montér Revetal
Montér Skien
Montér Storkaas
Montér Svelvik
Montér Tønsberg
Montér Ulefoss

AGDER
Optimera Proffsenter Arendal
Optimera Proffsenter Kristiansand
MØRE OG ROMSDAL
Optimera Proffsenter Ålesund
NORDLAND
Optimera Partner Julius Jakhelln AS
OSLO
Optimera Proffsenter Ulven
Optimera Proffsenter Grorud

VESTLAND
Montér Andersen Kaupanger
Montér Andersen Lærdal
Montér Andersen Årdal
Montér Askøy
Montér Bømlo
Montér Etne
Montér Hatlestrand
Montér Knarvik
Montér Kvam
Montér Kvinnherad
Montér Minde
Montér Odda
Montér Os Byggsenter
Montér Stord
Montér Voss
Montér Øygarden
Montér Åsane

ROGALAND
Optimera Proffsenter Sandnes
Optimera Proffsenter Haugesund
TRØNDELAG
Optimera Proffsenter Omkjøringsveien
Optimera Proffsenter Sandmoen
VESTFOLD OG TELEMARK
Optimera Proffsenter Sandefjord
VIKEN
Optimera Proffsenter Lørenskog
Optimera Proffsenter Sarpsborg

VIKEN
Montér Båstad
Montér Eidsvoll
Montér Geilo
Montér Gol
Montér Gulskogen
Montér Halden
Montér Hemsedal
Montér Hurdal
Montér Hurum
Montér Hønefoss
Montér Jessheim
Montér Kongsberg
Montér Lier
Montér Lillestrøm Stormarked
Montér Nesbyen
Montér Rakkestad
Montér Stabekk
Montér Vestby Grøstad Bygg
Montér Østfoldhallen Stormarked
Montér Ål

SPESIALISTBUTIKKER
VESTFOLD OG TELEMARK
Montasjemateriell avd. Larvik
VESTLAND
Bergen Festemateriell
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Du bygger – Vi tar oss av resten.

